
 

The first Nation to recognize the United States of America (U.S.A.) was the Morocco Empire; 

by first allowing them to sail on the seas; flying their Star Spangled “Banner” (not flag) of 

Commerce and Peace; and to pass through the ports (that is what a “passport” REALLY is); and 

to settle in the American land estate of the Aboriginal and Indigenous Moors;  See: "Treaty of 

Peace and Friendship of 1787 - ratified in 1789"; and then provided the Law of the land 

(American Constitution of 1791), based on divine principles of civilization. 

Morocco - the Nation (not kingdom); as affirmed by Hillary Clinton in 2012, who afterwards 

got hit in the head, or injured her head, and did not make the trip to Morocco - the 

kingdom.  Hillary Clinton then resigned from Secretary of State, but is still in the political / 

Public Trustee arena.  The Morocco Empire in 1789 (that Hillary Clinton was referring to) was 

NOT, and is NOT, and NEVER will be the Kingdom of Morocco on the other side – across the 

Atlantic. 

A kingdom is subordinate to an Empire.   THERFORE: as a Moor American National we are 

NOT United States of America (U.S.A.) members / citizens, as the U.S.A. are a guest in our 

house.  They were formed as the states of america; the united states; the united states of 

america; the colonial states; the union states; the charters; the companies; the colonist.  -- Wake 



Up Sleepy Headed Moors and stop searching for that which you already have -- You are 

wealthy!!! 

We cannot honor our own creed and our own mothers and fathers (ancestors) if we do not know 

them.  Study to regain our knowledge of who we are.  

We cannot honor our creed; our mothers and fathers (ancestors) by 'name' and principle; nor 

can we claim our ancestral vast estate if we are claiming to be Negro, Colored or BLACK!!! 

Nor can we claim our ancestral vast estate if we are members / citizens of ANY Colonial / 

Union States; American STATES; now identified as the STATE OF ..... (whatever);  not to be 

confused with the American Estate.  

These state subordinates have now established a U.S. National, which ONLY EXISTS ON 

PAPER to deceive - the true Moor National into a false jurisdiction (just like a so-called 

redemption of a birth certificate does) and take you out of the "Family of Nations."  AND to 

steal our birthright!!! 

 

“The United States has no inherent powers of sovereignty and only those enumerated in the 

constitution”… “the Manifest purpose of the Tenth Amendment was to put beyond dispute 

the proposition that all powers not so granted were reserved to the people”, and any further 

powers can only be obtained by a new grant;  

 Kansas v Colorado, 206 U.S. 46, 27 Sup. Ct. 655, 51 L. Ed. 956. ;  John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law rancis Rawles 3rd 

Revision page 639 Definition of Constitution. 

 

 

 

 

 

LOVE, TRUTH, PEACE, FREEDOM, JUSTICE 


